Answers

Unit B

A 1–5 wouldn’t, Won’t, can’t, don’t, mustn’t

B 1 (who gurgled happily)
  2 (in North-East Africa)
  3 (who signed the Magna Carta)
  4 (usually a mountain)
  5 (a breed of British pig)

C 1 outside the window, against his body
  2 across the grass, to its nest
  3 around the Christmas tree, on the top
  4 from Dad’s desk, beside the notepad
  5 from the bakery, up Ben Nevis

D 1–4 himself, We, it, who

E 1 invasive, steadily
  2 prehistoric, stealthily
  3 vividly, beautiful
  4 hurtful, spitefully

F 1–6 complex, simple, compound, complex, compound, complex

G 1–4 when the land lies under thick snow, Although the winter is long and hard, When the seasons change, once the ice melts.

H 1 erratic, erratic
  2 wipped, whipped
  3 walking, walked
  4 chanced, changed
  5 here, hear
  6 breaked, broke
  7 persisting, persisted

I 1–4 interaction, irresponsible, untested, enchantment